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Disclaimer
This manual describes the basic operation of the American Megatrends StorTrends® 3400 storage
appliance. This document does not describe the software features or usage.
Although efforts have been made to assure the accuracy of the information contained here, American
Megatrends expressly disclaims liability for any error in this information, and for damages, whether direct,
indirect, special, exemplary, consequential or otherwise, that may result from such error, including but not
limited to the loss of profits resulting from the use or misuse of the manual or information contained therein
(even if American Megatrends has been advised of the possibility of such damages). Any questions or
comments regarding this document or its contents should be addressed to American Megatrends at the
address shown on the inside of the front cover.
American Megatrends provides this publication “as is” without warranty of any kind, either expressed or
implied, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a specific
purpose.
Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties or the limitation or exclusion of
liability for indirect, special, exemplary, incidental or consequential damages in certain transactions;
therefore, this statement may not apply to you. Also, you may have other rights that vary from jurisdiction
to jurisdiction.
This publication could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes are periodically
made to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication.
American Megatrends may make improvements and/or revisions in the product(s) and/or the program(s)
described in this publication at any time.
Requests for technical information about American Megatrends products should be made to your American
Megatrends authorized reseller or marketing representative.

Preface
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Chapter 1

Safety Information
STOP!

Only remove the Chassis Cover when instructed to do so by an American Megatrends support technician.
Doing so at any other time may VOID your warranty.
Instructions on how to remove the cover are not provided in this user’s guide.

Electrical Safety Precautions

WARNING!
BASIC ELECTRICAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS SHOULD BE FOLLOWED TO PROTECT
YOURSELF FROM HARM AND THE STORTRENDS 3400 FROM DAMAGE:
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
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BE AWARE OF THE LOCATIONS OF THE POWER ON/OFF SWITCH ON THE
CHASSIS AS WELL AS THE ROOM'S EMERGENCY POWER-OFF SWITCH,
DISCONNECTION SWITCH OR ELECTRICAL OUTLET. IF AN ELECTRICAL
ACCIDENT OCCURS, YOU CAN THEN QUICKLY REMOVE POWER FROM THE
SYSTEM.
DO NOT WORK ALONE WHEN WORKING WITH HIGH VOLTAGE COMPONENTS.
POWER SHOULD ALWAYS BE DISCONNECTED FROM THE SYSTEM WHEN
REMOVING OR INSTALLING MAIN SYSTEM COMPONENTS, SUCH AS THE
SERVER BOARD, MEMORY MODULES AND THE DVD-ROM (NOT NECESSARY
FOR SAS DRIVES). WHEN DISCONNECTING POWER, YOU SHOULD FIRST
POWER DOWN THE SYSTEM WITH THE OPERATING SYSTEM AND THEN
UNPLUG THE POWER CORDS FROM ALL THE POWER SUPPLY MODULES IN
THE SYSTEM.
WHEN WORKING AROUND EXPOSED ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS, ANOTHER
PERSON WHO IS FAMILIAR WITH THE POWER-OFF CONTROLS SHOULD BE
NEARBY TO SWITCH OFF THE POWER IF NECESSARY.
USE ONLY ONE HAND WHEN WORKING WITH POWERED-ON ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT. THIS IS TO AVOID MAKING A COMPLETE CIRCUIT, WHICH WILL
CAUSE ELECTRICAL SHOCK.
USE EXTREME CAUTION WHEN USING METAL TOOLS, WHICH CAN EASILY
DAMAGE ANY ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS OR CIRCUIT BOARDS THEY COME
INTO CONTACT WITH.
DO NOT USE MATS DESIGNED TO DECREASE ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE
AS PROTECTION FROM ELECTRICAL SHOCK. INSTEAD, USE RUBBER MATS
THAT HAVE BEEN SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED AS ELECTRICAL INSULATORS.
THE POWER SUPPLY POWER CORD MUST INCLUDE A GROUNDING PLUG
AND MUST BE PLUGGED INTO GROUNDED ELECTRICAL OUTLETS.
SERVER BOARD BATTERY: CAUTION – THE ONBOARD BATTERY MUST BE
INSTALLED BY A TRAINED TECHNICIAN ONLY. THERE IS A DANGER OF
EXPLOSION IF THE ONBOARD BATTERY IS INSTALLED UPSIDE DOWN, WHICH
WILL REVERSE ITS POLARITIES. THE SAME RISK APPLIES IF THE INCORRECT
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ESD Safety Guidelines

CAUTION!
Electrostatic discharge (ESD) is generated by two objects with different electrical charges
coming into contact with each other. An electrical discharge is created to neutralize this
difference, which can damage electronic components and printed circuit boards. The following
measures are generally sufficient to neutralize this difference before contact is made to protect
your equipment from ESD:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use a grounded wrist strap designed to prevent static discharge.
Keep all components and printed circuit boards (PCBs) in their antistatic bags until ready
for use.
Touch a grounded metal object before removing any board from its antistatic bag.
Do not let components or PCBs come into contact with your clothing, which may retain a
charge even if you are wearing a wrist strap.
Handle a board by its edges only; do not touch its components, peripheral chips,
memory modules or contacts.
When handling chips or modules, avoid touching their pins.
Put the Server Board and peripherals back into their antistatic bags when not in use.
For grounding purposes, make sure your computer chassis provides excellent
conductivity between the power supply, the case, the mounting fasteners and the Server
Board.

Index
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Operation Safety Guidelines

WARNING!
FOR PROPER COOLING, MAKE SURE TO INSTALL ALL CHASSIS COVERS BEFORE
TURNING ON THE SYSTEM. IF THIS RULE IS NOT STRICTLY FOLLOWED, WARRANTY
MAY BECOME VOID. DO NOT OPEN THE CASING OF A POWER SUPPLY. POWER
SUPPLIES CAN ONLY BE ACCESSED AND SERVICED BY A QUALIFIED TECHNICIAN OF
THE MANUFACTURER.

WARNING!
TO AVOID PERSONAL INJURY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE, READ THE FOLLOW SAFETY
STEPS LISTED IN THIS SECTION.

Before Installing the Chassis into a Rack
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6

6

Action
Make sure that the rack is securely anchored onto an unmovable surface or structure before installing the
chassis into the rack.
Unplug the power cord(s) of the rack before installing the chassis into the rack.
Make sure that the system is adequately supported. Make sure that all the components are securely
fastened to the chassis to prevent components falling off from the chassis.
Be sure to install an AC Power Disconnect for the entire rack assembly and this Power Disconnect must
be clearly marked.
The rack assembly shall be properly grounded to avoid electric shock.
The rack assembly must provide sufficient airflow to the chassis for proper cooling.
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Chapter 2

Hardware Installation

Rack Mounting Considerations
Feature

Description

Ambient Operating
Temperature

If installed in a closed or multi-unit rack assembly, the ambient
operating temperature of the rack environment may be greater than
the ambient temperature of the room. Therefore, consideration
should be given to installing the equipment in an environment
compatible with the manufacturer’s maximum rated ambient
temperature (Tmra).
Equipment should be mounted into a rack so that the amount of
airflow required for safe operation is not compromised.
Equipment should be mounted into a rack so that a hazardous
condition does not arise due to uneven mechanical loading.
Consideration should be given to the connection of the equipment
to the power supply circuitry and the effect that any possible
overloading of circuits might have on over current protection and
power supply wiring. Appropriate consideration of equipment
nameplate ratings should be used when addressing this concern.
A reliable ground must be maintained at all times. To ensure this,
the rack itself should be grounded. Particular attention should be
given to power supply connections other than the direct
connections to the branch circuit (for example, the use of power
strips, and so on.).

Reduced Airflow
Mechanical Loading
Circuit Overloading

Reliable Ground

Installing the System into a Rack
This section provides information on installing the StorTrends 3400 into a rack with the rack rails provided.
There are a variety of racks in the market that means the assembly procedure will differ slightly. You
should also refer to the installation instructions that came with the rack unit you are using.

Requirements
The rack rails supplied with your system are designed to be used with four post rack enclosures. The rack
rails mount between the posts and are designed to be quickly installed.
In order for you to use the supplied rack rails, your rack enclosure must conform to the following:
• Must be a 19 inch rack mount cabinet
• Must be at least 27 inches deep
• Must have square holes on the posts (sometimes referred to as, “rapid rack holes.”)
• Must have a side clearance of 0.75 inches in between the posts, from square mounting hole to
square mounting hole.
Meaning if you take a (0.75 inch) wide by (5.75 inch) tall by (the amount of space between the posts)
length of wood and place it between the posts, it should not be exposed in a way that would restrict you
from sliding your system into your rack enclosure.

Index
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Inspection
Remove both the left (marked L) and right (marked R) rack rails from their plastic bags. Both the left and
right rack rails have two sections to them.
•
•

inner rail
outer rail

Rack Rail Sections

Separating the Rail Sections
The inner rack rail needs to be slid out from the outer rack rail prior to installation. To slide the inner rack
rail from the outer rack rail, fully extend the rack rail until the inner rack rail slides to its locking position.
Rack Rail Release Tab

While lifting the locking tab on the inner rack rail, slide the inner rack rail out from the outer rack rail.
Inner Rail Fully Released

8
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Attaching the Inner Rack Rails to the Chassis
The inner rack rail has openings that line up with the side of the chassis. Match the inner rack rail to the
appropriate side of the chassis.
Slide the inner rack rail into its locking position. You will hear a snap when this happens and the inner rack
rail will become securely affixed to the side of the chassis.
Screw the inner rack rail to the side of the chassis.
Inner Rail Attached to Chassis

NOTE:
The inner rack rails are marked LH and RH, which corresponds to the left side and right side of the chassis.

Index
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Installing the Outer Rack Rails into the Rack
Locate the front of the outer rack rail and attach it to the rack. To do this, simply push the outer rack rail
into the back of the rack post. The plastic securing pins will retract so that you can latch the outer rack rail
into place. Once the outer rack rail is latched into place the securing plastic pins will pop back out.
Quick Rail Installation

Sliding the rear of the outer rack rail until it comes into contact with the back post. Make sure that the outer
rack rail is level and secure it to the port in the same manner as you did with the front of the outer rack rail.
Secure the outer rack rail to the rack posts with four screws. Two for the front post and two for the rear post.
Repeat this process with the remaining outer rack rail.
Line up the inner rack rails of the chassis with the outer rack rails on the rack.
Slide the chassis into place until it comes to a stop.
Verify that both sides of the chassis come to a stop at the same location.
Lift the locking tab on the inner rack rails so that you can slide the chassis all the way into the rack.

10
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Slide System into Enclosure

Index
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Completing the Hardware Installation
Next, you should check to make sure that the hard disk drives have been properly inserted and have not
come loose in transit.
Step
1
2
3

Description
All hard disk drives can be accessed from the front of your StorTrends Dual Controller IP-SAN storage
appliance. Verify that the hard disk drive trays are inserted all the way into its bay.
Verify that all cables in your rack are not obstructing the airflow of your StorTrends Dual Controller IPSAN storage appliance.
Connect network cables from both NIC-1 and NIC-2 on both the Left Controller and the Right Controller
of your StorTrends Dual Controller IP-SAN storage appliance to your network.
NOTE: CAT6 network cables gives better performance than CAT5e network cables.
NOTE: For best practices, connect through two (2) switches to avoid a single point of failure on your
network.

4

NOTE: Your StorTrends Dual Controller IP-SAN storage appliance requires a minimum of one network
connection per controller.
Insert the KVM Dongle and connect your USB keyboard and monitor into the Left Controller.

A.) Serial Port (not used or described in this document.)
B.) USB Ports; Plug your USB Keyboard into this port.
C.) VGA Port (15-pin); Plug your monitor display into this port.
D.) Plug this connector into the KVM port on the back of the controller.
5

Plug the two power cords from the power supply units into a high-quality power strip that offers protection
from electrical noise and power surges. It is highly recommended that you use an uninterruptible power
supply (UPS).
NOTE: As soon as you plug in one power cord, your StorTrends Dual Controller IP-SAN storage
appliance will begin to power up the IPMI in both the Left Controller and the Right Controller. This is
normal.

12
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Connect to the StorTrends® Storage
Appliance
NOTE:
Your StorTrends Dual Controller IP-SAN storage appliance ships with the StorTrends software preloaded
in it.

Power your system on
Press the power button located on the front, right side of your StorTrends Dual Controller IP-SAN storage
appliance. Both the Left Controller and the Right Controller of your StorTrends Dual Controller IP-SAN
storage appliance should be powered-on at this time.

NOTE:
Powering on your StorTrends Dual Controller IP-SAN storage appliance (using the power button) will
power both the Left Controller and the Right Controller up at the same time. However, if one of the
controllers is off, the power switch will act like a toggle switch. The power switch will toggle one
controller on and toggle the other controller off.
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Get the IP address
Once the StorTrends Dual Controller IP-SAN storage appliance is fully operational, you will see the
following screen. Write down the IP Address listed in the “IP Address” field. If you have both NICs on
your Left Controller connected to your network, all of the IP Addresses will be listed.

NOTE:
You only need one of the IP Addresses to complete the initial configuration.

NOTE:
There is an IP address that starts with 192.168.123.x called TEAM-1. This IP address is an internally
teamed network between the Left Controller and the Right Controller. The IP Address for TEAM-1 is not
displayed from the StorTrends Console Interface. Both the teaming (TEAM-1) and the IP Address of
TEAM-1cannot be modified from either the StorTrends Console Interface or ManageTrends web user’s
interface (web UI). The ManageTrends web UI is also referred to as GUI.

STOP!
Once again, WRITE DOWN the IP Address listed in the “IP Address” field. Go to ANOTHER
COMPUTER on the same network to continue with the configuration.

14
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Connecting from another System
Type the physical IP Address of your StorTrends Dual Controller IP-SAN Storage Appliance into your
Internet Browser. (Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 Service Pack 1 and Mozilla Firefox 1.5.04 or later are
supported)
You can initially connect to your StorTrends Dual Controller IP-SAN Storage Appliance using the IP
Address of your storage appliance.
In this example, we will use the following as your network connection settings:
Physical NIC Location
Left Controller NIC-1
Left Controller NIC-2
Right Controller NIC-1
Right Controller NIC-2

Physical IP Address
192.168.0.232
192.168.0.26
192.168.0.199
192.168.0.25

In this example, we are using Google Chrome™ to illustrate that some Internet browsers no longer require
you to type in http:// and that ManageTrends is supported on multiple Internet browsers.

NOTE:
The default User Name and Password is as follows:
Field
User Name
Password

Defaults

itxadmin
password

You can log into any of the NICs to initially configure your StorTrends storage appliance. In this example,
you can use 192.168.0.232 to gain access.

Index
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Chapter 3

Chassis Overview

Chassis Front

Chassis Rear
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Drive Bay Numbering Scheme

System Interface

There are two push-buttons located on the front of the chassis. These are (in order from left to right) a reset
button and a power on/off button.
Illustration

Name
Power Button

Description
The main power switch is used to apply or remove power
from the power supply to the server system. Turning off
system power with this button removes the main power but
keeps standby power supplied to the system. Therefore, you
must unplug system before servicing.

Index
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Control Panel LEDs
The control panel located on the front of the StorTrends 3400 chassis has six LEDs per Controller. These
LEDs provide you with critical information related to different parts of the system. This section explains
what each LED indicates when illuminated and any corrective action you may need to take.
Illustration

Name
Power Failure LED

Description
When this LED flashes, it indicates a power failure in the power
supply.

Overheat/Fan Fail LED

NIC2 LED

When this LED flashes it indicates a fan failure. When on
continuously (on and not flashing) it indicates an overheat
condition. This may be caused by cables obstructing the airflow in
the system or the ambient room temperature being too warm.
Check the routing of the cables and make sure all fans are present
and operating normally. You should also check to make sure that
the chassis covers are installed. Finally, verify that the heatsinks
are installed properly. This LED will remain flashing or on as long
as the overheat condition exists.
Indicates network activity on LAN2 when flashing.

NIC1 LED

Indicates network activity on LAN1 when flashing.

Heartbeat LED

Flashing LED means that the system is running normally.

Power LED

Indicates power is being supplied to the system's power supply
units. This LED should normally be illuminated when the system is
operating.

Drive Carrier LEDs
Hard Disk Drives: Each drive carrier has two LEDs
LED Color
Left LED
Red
Right LED
Green

Description
Steady on, indicates a drive failure.
Blinking indicates rebuilding.
Steady on, indicates that the drive is ready and idle.
Blinking indicates that there is drive activity.

NOTE:
If you have configured a spare drive:
From looking at the front of the chassis, there is no way for you to tell which drive is configured as a spare.
However, if you log into ManageTrends, you can view the location of the spare(s) from the Hardware
Health page. Any drives that are designated as spare drives will have a solid yellow icon over it.
StorTrends 3400 Head: Drive Status
Drive Status LED (Left)
no light

blinking red
solid red
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Description
•
ready (not part of array)
•
online (part of array)
•
hot spare
•
drive is rebuilding
•
locate drive
•
drive is faulty (failed)
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Replacing the Controller

STOP!
Only remove the Controller when instructed to do so by an American Megatrends support engineer.

Follow the steps in this section to replace a Controller on your StorTrends 3400 storage appliance. This
process allows you to maintain zero IO loss or downtime of the entire system. You will be required to
power down the Controller that you want to replace. The remaining Controller will seamlessly take over
any and all operations that were being performed on the Controller that is being replaced.

NOTE
The whole replacement operation needs to be accomplished within 15 minutes from when the controller is
powered down to when the new Controller is powered back up. This it to safeguard the drives against
temperature fluctuations during non-availability of the fans in the controller.
Removing Controller

To remove the Controller (if Faulty)
Before removing the Controller, make sure to power OFF the Faulty controller, unplug the Ethernet
network cable(s) and KVM cables (if applicable).

WARNING!
DO NOT UNPLUG THE POWER SUPPLIES.

Index
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Step
1
2
3
4

Action
Locate the Controller that you want to remove. Power it down from ManageTrends Health page if you
have not done so already.
Unscrew the retention hand screw.
Pull the lever down.
Pull the Controller out.

Reinstalling the Controller
To re-insert a replacement Controller, perform the following steps:

WARNING!
ATTACH THE ETHERNET NETWORK CABLES TO THE REPLACEMENT CONTROLLER,
FIRST!

Step
1
2

Action
Attach the Ethernet network cables to the replacement Controller.
Insert the replacement Controller.
NOTE: Make sure that the fans on the Controller are seated all the way down before inserting.

3
4

There are fans on the Controller that may need to be pressed down slightly and gently in order to insert the
new Controller. Push the Controller in until the handle starts to move back up, at this point use the handle
to lock the Controller in place
Once the Controller is inserted, tighten the spring loaded screw.
The Controller should power on.
NOTE: If the Controller does not power on, please power ON from ManageTrends Health page of the
other controller.
.

WARNING!
EXCEPT FOR SHORT PERIODS OF TIME, DO NOT OPERATE THE SERVER WITHOUT THE
COVER AND BOTH CONTROLLERS IN PLACE. THE CHASSIS COVER AND
CONTROLLERS MUST BE IN PLACE TO ALLOW PROPER AIRFLOW AND PREVENT
OVERHEATING.
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